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ABSTRACT
The development and the revolution of nanotechnology require more and effective methods to accurately estimating the
timing analysis for any CMOS transistor level circuit. Many researches attempted to resolve the timing analysis, but the
best method found till the moment is the Static Timing Analysis (STA). It is considered the best solution because of its
accuracy and fast run time. Transistor level models are mandatory required for the best estimating methods, since these
take into consideration all analysis scenarios to overcome problems of multiple-input switching, false paths and high
stacks that are found in classic CMOS gates. In this paper, transistor level graph model is proposed to describe the behavior of CMOS circuits under predictive Nanotechnology SPICE parameters. This model represents the transistor in
the CMOS circuit as nodes in the graph regardless of its positions in the gates to accurately estimating the timing analysis rather than inaccurate estimating which caused by the false paths at the gate level. Accurate static timing analysis is
estimated using the model proposed in this paper. Building on the proposed model and the graph theory concepts, new
algorithms are proposed and simulated to compute transistor timing analysis using RC model. Simulation results show
the validity of the proposed graph model and its algorithms by using predictive Nano-Technology SPICE parameters for
the tested technology. An important and effective extension has been achieved in this paper for a one that was published
in international conference.
Keywords: Critical Path Estimation; Graph Models; MOSFETs; Sequential Circuits; Transistor Level; Static Timing
Analysis

1. Introduction
The revolution from the micro-technology to nano-technology and the growing demand on high performance
VLSI chips drive industry companies like Intel and IBM
to have their own internal tools. These tools are used to
estimate CMOS circuit static timing analysis at transistor
level in order to design VLSI chips with the best performance [1].
Static Timing Analysis (STA) technique is commonly
used in VLSI design. It is characterized as very fast analysis compared to dynamic circuit simulation like (HSPICE, Montecito…), that’s because it does not require
any test vectors. It calculates approximately the gate delay using look-up table or linear equations. However, exist*
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ing delay models become less accurate in nanometer circuits, because of the growing interactions between nodes
[2].
The optimization objectives for designing VLSI circuits
are the power dissipation, area cost, and circuit delay [3].
The hot research field concentrates on how much delay
could be increased for the circuit to save more power and
area; this is done by finding the accurate timing analysis
of the CMOS circuits and adding some delay to the noncritical path nodes in order to improve the circuit power
dissipation without degrading the circuit performance.
From a timing view, critical path nodes are the nodes,
which have delay cannot be increased. On the other hand,
non-critical path nodes are the nodes which their delay
can be increased. This amount of increase is called the
slack time, thus the slack time for critical path nodes
equal zero and the noncritical path nodes have positive
values for their slacks [4]. To find the slack time for
every element in CMOS circuit, all timing parameters for
CS
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that circuit should be calculated. These parameters are
circuit frequency, delay, arrival, and required times for
every node in the circuit.
At transistor level, the slack time for transistors in any
CMOS circuit is the maximum value of delay which can
be increased without violating the circuit performance [3],
thus the optimum decrease in the area or in power can be
calculated exactly to fill and exploit the slack time of the
non-critical path transistors [5].
Various approaches have been suggested in the past
for estimating the slack time. One of the techniques which
designed for slack time calculation in combinational circuits is Zero-Slack Algorithm (ZSA) [6]. It’s an improved
version of an efficient technique proposed in [7,8]. The
main drawback of this technique is that it does not give
accurate estimation for the circuit critical path or subcritical paths. This is because the estimation is done at
gate level rather than transistor level. Also, this technique
does not calculate the delay of the gates simultaneously.
It is using pre-defined look-up table to store the delay of
gates, so any change in the circuit transistors parameters
needs to update this look-up table. Also, this technique
just targets the combinational circuits and ignores the sequential circuits.
The potential slack-time technique [3] was proposed as
a very effective metric that measures the combinational
circuit performance. In this technique, the delay of gates
is calculated by using linear equation. But, this technique
cannot be applied on large circuits (thousands of transistors) [9]. Also the circuits must be converted from the
transistor level to the gate level. The second drawback of
this technique is that it does not calculate a delay of transistors’ interconnection, which is becomes important in
new technologies. Finally, the potential slack-time technique just targets the combinational circuit and ignores
the sequential circuits.
The most important timing parameters for any circuit
are the delay parameters of the circuit. A variety approaches and techniques were used in the past to estimate
the delay timing for optimization purposes. In [10,11],
they used simple linear-resistor delay models for transistors in order to optimize the design. In [12], they also use
an RC-model to estimate the delay, and then they solve
the resulting non-linear equations by an iterative relaxation technique to optimize the design. In [13], the delay
modeling is based on pre-characterization of the effective
transition-resistances model. Such methods are time and
space consuming and incorporate interpolation errors,
also they are old and don’t accurate for nano-technology
parameters because of the development from Micro to
Nano dimensions. Additionally, they target only the combinational circuits.
All the approaches that are mentioned have two problems: firstly, the circuits must be converted from transisCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

tor level to the gate level, where some circuits for example (memory cells, some full adders) are difficult to convert. Secondly, the gate delay calculation [14], this is because the extracted gates are limited to a few fixed structures and transistor sizes, where it is not feasible to create
a delay model for every gate [14]. One way to overcome
these problems is by building a transistor graph model. In
this model, each transistor is presented individually, by
this way; results should be more accurate and more precious, which it is the main target of this paper.
Circuit transformation from gate level to a graph model,
which has vertices and edges to represent the gates and
the connections, is straightforward. While, by going more
deep, transform the same circuit to a graph from the transistor level instead of gate level is very complicated.
That’s because the vertices of the graph aren’t gates, they
are PMOS and NMOS transistors and the edges are the
connection between the transistors terminals either source
or drain or gate.
In VLSI circuit design, the delay time, silicon area and
power dissipation are the essential parameters to optimize the performance of digital circuit [9]. It is known
that the relation between the performance from one side
as well as the silicon area and power dissipation from
other side is reversed [15]. Thus, any increase in the frequency causes an increase in the power dissipation. As a
result, it becomes a demand to look for new techniques
that increase the operation without any scarifying the
power dissipation. This could be happened if different
low power design techniques are suggested and applied
at transistor level [15].
In this work, clear and explained methods to find the
critical time, frequency (CLOCK time), the slack and
timing constraints at transistor level are proposed in order to find an effective way for estimating timing analysis of any circuit, and building a tool with clear algorithms and methods for researchers to perform static timing analysis job.
The Graph transformation and the timing analyzer in
the tool incorporate accurate analytical models and equations to describe the behavior of the transistors at Nano
dimensions in the circuit, the delay and capacitance equations for a transistor, which is built in the timing analyzer
tool, are extracted from BSIM 4.1 which addresses the
MOSFET transistors at nano-technology [16].
In this paper, a Graph model transformation algorithm,
which is built inside a tool, is introduced to find the
critical path of any CMOS circuit and the timing analysis
using the timing analyzer. The timing analyzer depends
on the transformation of the CMOS transistors in any
circuit to a Graph model. Thus, based on this timing analyzer, the critical and CLOCK time are calculated depending on delay time of transistors, which are involved
in the critical path, the sequential elements in the circuit
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also are analyzed to calculate their timing parameters.
The proposed algorithm calculates also the slack and arrival times for each transistor in the circuit. It is also capable to show the effects of changing the sizing of the transistors that are located in the non-critical path in saving
the leakage power for the circuit.
The paper is organized as followed. Background of
timing parameters is shown in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the characteristics of the proposed graphs and algorithm in details. In Section 4, an example based on
bench mark was run based on the proposed algorithm.
Finally, Section 5 shows the conclusion.

2. Background and Definitions
From the 1990s, static timing analysis (STA) became the
dominant simulation method for VLSI designs. STA used
at the bottom layer of many optimization tools used for
VLSI simulations and design. STA differs from the input
vector simulation; it is easier and has greater simulation
speed with almost the same accuracy [17].
In Static Timing Analysis (STA), the modeling of the
delay time has always focused on models that represent
gates as black boxes, without calculating the accurate internal waveforms. The STA calculates the gate delay approximately using look-up table and equations include
the transistors sizes, the load capacitance and input ramps
[2]. Most models in literature fall into this category. However, even the most advanced cells libraries do not have
universal high accuracy for all types of gates.
Clearly, a modeling and analysis approach that is accurate within a few percent of SPICE is required for all
gate types and arcs. This approach should also be fast
enough for practical timing and noise analysis on multimillion gate designs. One way to overcome this problem
is to move down to the transistor level and model each
transistor individually which is the main target of this
work. In order to have accurate results, the delay time is
calculated using accurate equations in terms of transistor
size, load capacitance and the SPICE parameters based
on Nano-scale technology.
The maximum operating speed of a circuit which is the
critical time of that circuit is limited by the signal propagation delay along the critical path. Thus the critical time
of a sequential circuit is the global CLOCK of that circuit,
clock is calculated by the summation of all transistors
delay time along the critical path of the combinational
sub circuits, with sequential elements setup and clock-toQ timings.
Each transistor has three practical capacitances: the
gate Cg, the drain Cd and the source Cs capacitances. Cd
and Cs are not depending on state of transistor and its
values are constant for all transistor states. Cd and Cs are
calculated by BSIM4 Equations (1) and (2) respectively
in terms of transistor size and the SPICE parameters [16].
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Where: AD, AS, PD and PS are area of the drain, area
of the source, periphery of the drain and periphery of the
source respectively. These parameters which represent
sizes of a transistor are obtained from the circuit netlist
file. The other parameters are SPICE parameters and depend on the technology that is used to build the circuit.
These parameters are obtained from the technology model-card.
Calculation of Cg is more complicated because it depends on transistor state. This capacitance consists of two
series capacitances; the gate oxide capacitance Co and the
depletion capacitance Cdep as given by Equation (3). Co
depends on area of a transistor channel (WL) and gate
oxide thickness Tox and it does not depend on transistor’s
state of operation as shown in Equation (4), where W and
L are the transistor channel width and length respectively.
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Cdep depends essentially on transistor’s state of operation because it is changing with value of Vgs as shown in
Equation (4), where Xdep is the depletion layer and given
by Equation (4).
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Where:
Ndep is channel doping concentration;
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Vgs is voltage difference between the transistor source
and gate;
Vbs is voltage difference between the transistor source
and bulk;
VFB is flat band voltage of the transistor.
In saturation state the value of Cdep is precious and
affects on value of Cg, while in linear state the value of
Cdep is very large where Xdep goes to zero, where in this
case value of Cdep can be ignored [16], and as a result Cg
≈ Co. Thus, two Cg values are calculated; one when the
transistor in saturation state by Equation (3) and another
when the transistor in linear state by Equation (4) all of
these equations are obtained from BSIM4 [16].
The delay time of a transistor is dependant largely on
the load capacitance of its drain, supply voltage, type and
slope of driving signals. Load capacitance equals summation of its drain capacitance, capacitance of wires that
connects its drain with other transistors in the circuit, and
the capacitances of the other transistors that are connected with its drain. The capacitance of the wires depends on the material of the wires, its thickness, width
and length.
The transistor’s load capacitance is used to calculate
the delay time. To calculate the delay time, RC model are
used in term of transistor size and the SPICE parameters
[16]. The sizes of a transistor are obtained from the circuit netlist file, while the SPICE parameters are obtained
from the technology model-card. The Equations (7) and
(8) are used to calculate falling and rising delay times for
the CMOS transistor, respectively. The fall time is related to the NMOS, while the rise time is related to the
PMOS transistor. The falling time delay is given by [16]:
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Where:
CL is the transistor load capacitance;
Tox is the gate oxide thickness;
L is the transistor channel length;
μn is effective surface mobility of the electrons in the
channel;
εox is the permittivity of silicon oxide;
W is the transistor channel width;
VDD is the supply voltages;
Vthn is the NMOS transistor threshold voltages.
The rising delay time is given by [16]:
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Where:
μp is effective surface mobility of the holes in the
channel;
Vthp is the PMOS transistor threshold voltages.
The effective surface mobility is technology parameter
equals 0.032, 0.0128 for electrons and holes respectively.
Vth is a core parameter in the delay equations, and it is
related to the thickness of the gate oxide.
In real circuits, the task of calculating the minimum
clock period of sequential circuit is computed by finding
the longest combinational path between any two flipflops of the circuit and summing setup-time, flip-flop delay to it with neglecting the clock skew and jitter [18].
The sequential elements value is changed according to
the input value with respect to the change at the edge of
the CLOCK, any flip-flop is sensitive either for rising or
falling edges of clock [4]. Any sequential elements have
the following timing parameters [19]: Propagation delay
(tClk-Q), Contamination delay (tcd), Setup time (ts), and
Hold time (th).

3. Proposed Graph Models and Algorithm
In this paper, the simulator transforms the CMOS circuit
from transistor level into a Graph model G (V, E). This
graph is cyclic graph for sequential circuits. Many papers
[20-22] talked about acyclic graph for combinational circuits. This paper, additionally work at transistor level
with nano dimensions, it targets the sequential and combinational circuits, which is very dominant in CMOS circuits. In addition, there is no more research papers in the
literature deal with time analysis for sequential circuits,
those papers also do not deal with nano-scale SPICE parameters [20-22].
Because of the importance of the capacitances which
affects the transistor delay time, a capacitance graph will
be built to estimate every transistor capacitances, which
is used in the timing analyzer.
In this paper, two graphs are proposed; the first graph
is Load Capacitance Graph (Gc), which is proposed to
calculate the load capacitance and the delay of each transistor in the circuit. The another graph is Timing Analysis Graph (GT), which is proposed to present propagation
of signals in the circuit and to calculate the circuit timing
constraints such as arrival, required and slack times, as
CS
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shown in Figure 1.

3.1. Load Capacitance Graph (Gc)
The Gc is direct graph consist from set of vertices Vc and
set of edges Ec, where every vertex v in Vc represents a
transistor and has its type and index. Every edge e in Ec
represents wire connection between two transistors, and
has a weight related to its capacitance. In order to build
Gc, the flowing procedure is proposed.
 Every transistor in the circuit is represented by vertex
in Vc.
 If the drain of transistor (A) is connected to the source
of transistor (B), then a direct edge should be added
from vertex A to vertex B in Gc.
 If the drain of transistor (A) is connected to the gate
of transistor (B), then a direct edge should be added
from vertex (A) to vertex (B) in Gc.
 If the drain of transistor (A) is connected to the drain
of transistor (B), then two direct edges should be
added: The first one from vertex A to Vertex B, and
another one from Vertex B to vertex A.
To manipulate this procedure the GCG algorithm is
proposed, this algorithm reads HSPICE Netlist file as
ASCII Code, then it calculates Cg, Cd and Cs capacitances
for all transistors in the circuit by using BSIM4 equations,
and finally, it generates the Gc graph. A transistor dimensions are read from the circuit Netlist file, while the technology parameters are extracted from technology modelcard (technology file). Figure 2 shows the GCG algorithm
Simulator
Load Capacitance Graph
- Calculate Capacitances:
- Gate
- Source
- Drain
- Total Load

Timing Analysis Graph
- Calculate:
- Delay Time
- Arrival Time
- Required Time
- Slack Time

Figure 1. Simulator block diagram.
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pseudo code.
Applying this algorithm onto 2 Input AND gate that is
shown in Figure 3, will be generated Gc that is shown in
Figure 4.
As mention before, the purpose of Gc graph is to calculate the load capacitance CL for each vertex in Gc. This
could be achieved by tracing the outgoing edges form the
vertex in Gc, and summing weights of these outgoing
edges with capacitances of destination vertices. Figure 5
shows LCC algorithm which is proposed to calculate the
CL for each vertex in Vc.
In this algorithm, each vertex v in Vc has variable vCL
to store load capacitance value, the drain capacitance of v
(vCdrain) is stored in vCL at the beginning (Line 2), and
then the all outgoing edges of v are traced in order to find
the destination vertices. Then the outgoing edges weights
and terminal capacitances of destination vertices are added
to vCL. Giving an example, if such edge e connects v
with source of other vertex w (Line 11), then the weight
of e (eC) and the source capacitance of w (wCsource) are
added to vCL (Line 12), The same scenario is done if e
connects v with drain of w (Line 13), which in this case
(wCdrain) and (eC) are added to vCL (Line 13).
As shown in Figure 5, the algorithm has different
scenarios if e connects v with gate of w (Line 4), because
the transistor have two values for gate capacitance as
mention previously, one when the transistor in linear
state (Cgate_on) and the other when the transistor in saturation state (Cgate_off). In this case, the algorithm checks the
w; if v and w have same type (ex. N type) (Line 5), then
(wCgate_off) and (eC) are added to vCL because the transistor w is explicitly must be in saturation state (Line 6),
otherwise if v and w have different types (Line 8), then
(wCgate_on) and (eC) are added to vCL, where the transistor
w must be in linear state in this case (Line 9).
After Appling this algorithm on Gc, the purpose of Gc
is gained and the CL is calculated for every transistor in
the input circuit. Table 1 shows CL for 2_input AND
gate.

GCG Algorithm
L1: INPUT:Netlist file.
L2: OUTPUT:Gc graph
L3: BEGIN
L4: READ Netlist and model-card files.
L5: CALCULATE Capacitances CGate_off CGate_on, CDrain, CSource for each transistor in circuit.
L6: GENERATE set of vertices Vc
L7: GENERATE set of edges Ec AS
{
e (vdrain, wsource ), where drain of transistor v is connected to source of transistor w.
e (vdrain, wgate), where drain of transistor v is connected to gate of transistor w.
e (vdrain, wdrain) AND ec(wdrain, vdrain), where drain of transistor v is connected to drain of transistor w.
}
L8: END.

Figure 2. GCG algorithm of Gc graph generation.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Vcc
1

A

2

Table 1. Total capacitances for 2_Input AND gate.
5
OUT

3

B

66

4
GND

Figure 3. Conventional CMOS AND gate.

Index

CGate

CSource

CDrain

CLoad

M6

1.34E−16

1.76E−16

1.96E−16

3.26E−15

M5

4.53E−16

4.93E−16

5.61E−16

3.26E−15
3.72E−16

M4

1.34E−16

1.76E−16

1.96E−16

M3

1.34E−16

1.76E−16

1.96E−16

1.77E−15

M2

4.53E−16

4.93E−16

5.61E−16

1.45E−15

M1

4.53E−16

4.93E−16

5.61E−16

1.45E−15

At the end of Capacitance Graph creation, CL is already found and calculated for every transistor (vertex)
in the circuit. There is no difference here between combinational or sequential because the rules are clear and
the feedback existence doesn’t affect the algorithm. In
capacitance calculation, the algorithm ignores the linear
capacitances for transistor’s gates, thus for simplicity it
uses the saturation and cut-off capacitances.

3.2. Timing Analysis Graph (GT)

Figure 4. Gc of 2Input AND gate shown in Figure 3.
LCC Algorithm
FOR EACH v  Vc
vCL  vCdrain
FOR ALL w  Γ + (v ) where Γ + (v ) = { w|(v,w) 
Ec }
L4:
IF e( vdrain, wgate )
L5:
IF (type of v = type of w)
L6:
THEN
L7:
vCL  vCL + wCgate_off +eC
L8:
ELSE
L9:
vCL  vCL + wCgate_on +eC
L10:
END IF
L11:
ELSE IF e(vdrain, wsource ) THEN
L12:
vCL  vCL + wCsource +eC
L13:
ELSE IF e(vdrain, wdrain ) THEN
L14:
vCL  vCL + wCdrain +eC
L15:
ENDIF
L16:
END FOR
L17: END FOR
L1:
L2:
L3:

Figure 5. LCC algorithm for CL calculation.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Timing Analysis Graph (GT) is responsible for estimating
the timing analysis for any CMOS circuit to deliver a
static timing analysis, and exploiting the slack time for
power and area optimization. Timing Graph has also transistors represented by vertices and wire connections represented by edges GT (V, E), the CMOS circuit is transformed from its view to Graph model to show the propagation of signal from the inputs to the outputs through
the circuit itself.
The function of Timing Analysis Graph (GT) is to
present the paths of signals in the circuit. The path is a
sequence of distinct transistors, which begins with one of
the inputs, and ends with one of the outputs, where at
certain input; all of these transistors are turned on. The
delay path is the summation of each transistor’s delay in
that path. The signal goes in transistor from its gate or
source and moves out from its drain. In most cases, the
signal moves through the circuit in alternating sequence
from drain of PMOS transistor to the gate of NMOS
transistor and from drain of NMOS transistor to the gate
of PMOS and so on. While in other cases, the signal goes
through the circuit in constant sequence from drain of
PMOS transistor to source of PMOS transistor and from
drain of NMOS transistor to source of NMOS.
The timing analysis graph GT = (VT, ET) is a spanning
sub-Graph of GC, where all the vertices of VC are presented in VT, and ET is a subset of EC, in order to generate
GT from Gc, the flowing procedure is followed:
All incoming edges to the drain terminals are removed.
All incoming edges to the gate terminal that come
from the similar vertex type are removed.
To identify the starting points of the paths, an extra set
of vertices VIN is added to GT in order to represent the
CS
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circuit input terminals where all paths are started from.
Also, a new set of vertices Vout is added to identify the
end points of the path. Vfeedback vertices is used to represent
the feedback in sequential circuits, which returns from
flip-flops output. Figure 6 shows GTG algorithm, which
is proposed to generate GT.
By the end of Timing Graph GT creation, timing analysis
of the circuit are ready, this happens step by step starting
with copying Gc and removing the unnecessary edges
from it as shown at L4-L9. At L10-L13, input, output,
and feedback vertices are created and linked with the inputs or the outputs or flip-flops of transistors connected
with as in the original circuit, as shown at L13-L21. Then
the propagation delay for every transistor is calculated by
the tool depending on the delay equations at BSIM as
shown at L22-L24.
At L25-L27, all flip-flops timing parameters like tC-Q,
tsetup, and thold times are calculated depending on the delay
of transistors in the flip-flops itself. These timing parameters are formed by the delay of specific transistors in
L1:
L2:
L3:
L4:
L5:
L6:
L7:
OR
L8:
L9:
L10:
L11:
L12:
L13:
L14:
L15:
L16:
L17:
L18:
L19:
L20:
L21:

GTG Algorithm
INPUT: Gc, Netlist file.
OUTPUT: GT.
BEGIN
FOR EVERY V IN Vc.
REMOVE E IF
{
E (Wdrain,Vdrain) where W  Vc

a  v   max  a  w  delay  w  
wFI  v 

Ec (Wdrain,Vgate) where W  Vc AND Wtype=Vtype
}
GENERATE set of vertices VIN
GENERATE set of vertices VOUT
GENERATE set of vertices V feedback
FOR EVERY V connected circuit's input, output or feedback
GENERATE set of edges ET AS
{
ET (W, Vgate) where W  VIN
ET (Vdrain, W) where W  VOUT
ET (W, Vgate) where W  Vfeedback
ET (Vdrain, W) where W  Vfeedback
}
END FOR

L22:
L23:
L24:

FOR EVERY V  VT
CALCULATE delay time
END FOR

L25:
L26:
L27:

FOR EVERY V  Flip-Flops in GT
CALCULATE Flip-Flops timing parameters
END FOR

L28:
L29:
L30:
L31:
L32:
L33:
L34:
L35:
L36:

FOR EVERY V  VT
CALCULATE Arrival Time
CALCULATE Required Time
END FOR
FIND critical path
CALCULATE critical time
FOR EVERY V  VT
CALCULATE Stack Time
END FOR

(9)

Where FI(v) is the set of fan-ins of vertex v.
The required time is defined as the delay of the longest
path between that vertex fan-out and any of output vertices in the graph.
The required time of the output vertices are the critical
time. The required time for a flip-flop is the flip-flop
setup time subtracted from the CLOCK of the circuit.
The required time of any vertex v is calculated by using
the well known recursion formula as shown in (10).

Vdelay

Figure 6. GTG algorithm for GT generate.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

the flip-flop, some transistors affects only setup time,
some affects the tC-Q and setup.
Depending on the delay for transistors in the combinational sub-circuits and using the Timing Graph GT, critical time and critical path are found, as shown at L32-L33.
Finally at L34-L36, transistors slack times are computed.
The Figure 7 show GT graph of AND gate that is shown
in Figure 3.
Each vertex in the GT has a weight associated with the
delay of the corresponding transistor. Therefore, to calculate vertices’ weights (delay), RC model are used, the
falling time equation is used to calculate the weights of
NMOS vertices, and the rising time equation is used to
calculate the weights of PMOS vertices. While the weights
of the input and output vertices are set to zero because
they haven’t delay.
The arrival time of a vertex a(v) is defined as the delay
of the longest path between that vertex and any of input
vertices in the graph. The arrival time of the input vertices a(VIN) are zero. The arrival time for the flip-flop
block is the summation of the arrival time of previous
transistors and their delay. The arrival time of any vertex
v in GT a(v) is calculated by using the well Known recursion formula:

Figure 7. GT graph of CMOS AND gate.
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r  v   max  r  w   delay  w  
wFO  v 

Where FO(v) is the set of fan-outs of vertex v.
For all w vertices are fan out of v, the required time for
flip-flop as block is:

RT  ff   CLOCK  ffsetup

(11)

The critical delay Dcritical which is the delay of the
longest path in GT equals to the maximum arrival time
between all output vertices.

Dcritical  max  r  w 
wVIN

(12)

The slack time of a vertex s(v) is defined as the period
of time that can be added to vertex delay without affecting
the graph critical delay. The slack time of vertex v is the
time deference between the critical delay and the delay of
the longest path that this vertex v involved in. In order to
calculate the slack time, the following equation is used:

ST  v   RT  v    AT  v   delay  v  

(13)

Flip-flops slack time shows up in two places, thus
every flip-flop as a block has a slack time in its input and
output. The slack input is also shown up at high or low
values, which produced from the NMOS and PMOS transistors inside the flip-flop, thus every flip-flop vertex
have:
Slack time at D input when D signal transits from high
to low:

STLD  ff   RTL  ff   ATL  ff 

(14)

Slack time at D input when D signal transits from low
to high:

STHD  ff   RTH  ff  – ATH  ff 

(15)

Slack time at Q output when Q signal transits from
high to low:

STLQ  ff   ST  v 

(16)

where v is fan-out(ff) and v is PMOS transistor either
there is feed back or not.
Slack time at Q output when Q signal transits from
low to high:

STHQ  ff   ST  v 

(17)

where v is fan-out(ff) and v is NMOS transistor either
there is feed back or not.
Slack time is a positive value, and the slack time of
any vertex that joins the critical path must be zero. Table
2 illustrates the arrival time, the required time, and the
slack time for AND gate as example as shown above.
In this example, each vertex has its own delay, vertices
M3, M4, and M5 are located in the critical path and the
delay of critical path is 5.136e−012 Sec This value is the
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Table 2. Total timing analysis for AND circuit.

(10)
Index

Arrival Time

Delay Time

Finished Time

Slack Time

M6

1.20E−12

3.70E−12

5.14E−12

2.29E−13

M5

2.44E−12

2.70E−12

5.136+12

0.00E+00

M4

0.00E+00

4.23E−13

4.23E−13

0.00E+00

M3

4.23E−13

2.02E−12

2.44E−12

0.00E+00

M2

0.00E+00

1.20E−12

1.43E−12

2.29E−13

M1

0.00E+00

1.20E−12

1.43E−12

2.29E−13

maximum arrival time for the output vertices according
to our assumptions based on a specific width.
Figure 8 shows a sequential circuit that contains 18
transistors, which forms the combinational sub-circuit.
Also, it contains 1 flip-flop, which contains 26 CMOS
transistors, two inputs, one output, and one feedback
from the flip-flop.
In real circuits, flip-flops actually are consisted from
26 CMOS transistors. In this work, flip-flops are analyzed
first at transistor level, and then they will be converted to
a block entity, which has its new timing parameters.
Figure 9 shows the Timing graph GT for the test circuit
shown in Figure 3 which has been produced from the
simulation.
The timing analysis for the combinational sub-circuit
of the test circuit is shown in Table 3, where td is the
delay time of any transistor, ts is the slack time, tarr is
arrival time, and treq is the required time. The table shows
that transistors 1, 2, 13, and 16 have arrival time at zero,
this because these are connected directly to the input
which also have arrival time equal zero. In Table 1 transistors 11 and 12 have arrival time equal to the flip-flop
tC-Q delay because these are connected to the flip-flop
output which is feedback in the circuit.
Table 4 shows the flip-flop timing parameters, the
table shows slack time high and low at the input (setup)
and the output (C-Q) of the flip-flop, also the arrival time
high and low and the required time also are shown,
mainly the setup and C-Q times for the flip-flops also are
shown, also from Figure 9 flip-flop 1 is located at the
critical path either in its setup or C-to-Q times, so it is
also colored by red.

4. Simulation Results
To test the proposed algorithms, C++ program was written, the program reads CMOS circuit netlist file which is
SPICE3 format. The technology parameters that used in
the calculations are extracted from the technology model
card. This technology is 22 ηm predictive SPICE technology which is suggested by Nano scale Integration and
Modeling (NIMO) Group [23]. The program reads the
transistors dimensions from the netlist file, builds the
graphs and calculates the arrival time, the required and
CS
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Figure 8. Simple sequential circuit example.

Figure 9. GT graph for sequential circuit shown in Figure 8.

slack times for all transistors in the circuit [24].
The program was tested on several popular circuits
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

with different sizes (inverter, OR, AND, XOR, half adder,
full adder, 4 bit, 8 bit, 12 bit carry ripple adder and 4 bit
CS
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Table 3. Timing parameters for combinational sub-circuit.
I
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

td (s)
7.385e−13
1.377e−12
1.203e−12
1.203e−12
2.015e−12
4.232e−13
8.496e−13
1.892e−12
1.114e−12
1.529e−12
7.385e−13
1.377e−12
8.736e−13
9.010e−13
1.600e−12
1.600e−12
2.698e−12
3.703e−12

tarr (s)
0.000e+00
0.000e+00
1.377e−12
8.125e−12
6.423e−12
5.999e−12
8.437e−12
9.328e−01
1.122e−11
9.287e−12
5.261e−12
6.748e−12
0.000e+00
1.122e−11
9.287e−12
0.000e+00
1.089e−11
1.212e−11

treq (s) e−11
0.7941
0.8125
0.9328
0.9328
0.9956
0.7941
1.081
1.122
1.233
1.233
0.7518
0.8125
1.608
1.698
1.799
1.799
2.068
2.068

ts (s)
7.202e−12
6.748e−12
6.748e−12
0.000e+00
1.518e−12
1.518e−12
1.518e−12
0.000e+00
0.000e+00
1.518e−12
1.518e−12
0.000e+00
1.520e−11
4.859e−12
7.099e−12
1.638e−11
7.099e−12
4.859e−12

Full Adder Circuit

Table 4. Timing parameters in second for sequential subcircuit.
C-QH Delay

C-QL Delay

Setup Delay H

Setup Delay L

6.75E−12

5.26E−12

6.71E−12

8.35E−12

C-QH SlackT

C-QL SlackT

Setup SlackT H

Setup SlackT L

0.00E+00

1.52E−12

1.64E−12

1.52E−12

Req. Time H

Req. Time L

Arraiv. Time H

Arraiv. Time L

1.40E−11

1.23E−11

1.23E−11

1.08E−11

parallel multiplier). The simulation results show that the
proposed algorithms are valid for all test cases because it
does not get in any dead lock situation and return accurate results. To illustrate the program results a traditional
full adder circuit is chosen as a study case.

The conventional Full Adder of 28 transistors is used as
an example; the Full Adder has 3 inputs, and 2 outputs. It
is attended to use the minimum length (22 nm) in order
to reduce the size of transistor and to increase the speed
of transistor, and also to reduce dynamic power dissipation. The transistors’ channel widths are selected carefully for each transistor depending on the position of that
transistor in the circuit; to balance between the circuit
falling and rising times, this circuit is shown in Figure 8.
The load capacitance and timing analysis for each transistor in the circuit is shown in Table 3, where td is the
delay time of any transistor, tarr is arrival time, and treq is
the required time, ts is the slack time.
From Table 5, the arrival time equals zero for transistors 1, 5, 6, 8, 10, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 26 because
these transistors are connected to the circuit’s inputs.
Also, the required time equals zero for transistors 11, 12,
27 and 28 because these transistors are connected the
circuit’s outputs as illustrated in Figure 8. The transistors
1, 2, 3, 6, 15 and 27 have zero slack time because they
are located in the circuit critical paths, these transistors
make path from the circuit’s input to the circuit’s output.

Table 5. Transistors timing analysis in the full adder circuit.
I
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

T
P
P
P
N
N
P
P
N
N
N
P
N
P
P
N
N
N
P
N
P
P
P
P
N
N
N
P
N

CLoad
2.11E−15
1.06E−15
1.78E−15
2.24E−15
5.68E−16
2.11E−15
1.78E−15
5.68E−16
2.24E−15
3.72E−16
3.12E−15
3.12E−15
2.31E−15
1.50E−15
1.70E−15
7.65E−16
7.65E−16
2.31E−15
7.65E−16
2.31E−15
9.13E−16
9.13E−16
1.50E−15
1.70E−15
3.72E−16
3.72E−16
3.12E−15
3.12E−15

td (s)
1.82E−12
9.11E−13
1.54E−12
2.65E−12
6.75E−13
1.82E−12
1.54E−12
6.75E−13
2.65E−12
4.42E−13
3.67E−12
3.70E−12
2.34E−12
1.52E−12
2.01E−12
9.07E−13
9.07E−13
2.34E−12
9.07E−13
2.34E−12
9.24E−13
9.24E−13
1.52E−12
2.01E−12
4.42E−13
4.42E−13
3.67E−12
3.70E−12

tarr (s)
0
1.82E−12
2.73E−12
6.75E−13
0
0
1.82E−12
0
4.42E−13
0
3.33E−12
4.27E−12
0
3.33E−12
4.27E−12
0
0
0
0
0
2.34E−12
3.26E−12
4.19E−12
8.84E−13
4.42E−13
0
6.29E−12
5.70E−12

treq (s)
1.82E−12
2.73E−12
4.24E−12
4.73E−12
2.08E−12
1.82E−12
4.27E−12
2.08E−12
4.73E−12
2.08E−12
9.95E−12
9.95E−12
2.88E−12
6.25E−12
6.29E−12
4.27E−12
4.27E−12
2.88E−12
4.27E−12
2.88E−12
3.81E−12
4.73E−12
6.25E−12
6.29E−12
4.27E−12
3.83E−12
9.95E−12
9.95E−12

ts (s)
0
0
0
1.41E−12
1.41E−12
0
9.11E−13
1.41E−12
1.64E−12
1.64E−12
2.96E−12
1.98E−12
5.45E−13
1.41E−12
0
3.37E−12
3.37E−12
5.45E−13
3.37E−12
5.45E−13
5.45E−13
5.45E−13
5.45E−13
3.39E−12
3.39E−12
3.39E−12
0
5.45E−13
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The purpose of this Graph model and algorithms
which is built inside a tool is to find the critical path of
any CMOS circuit and to calculate slack time in order to
optimize the design. Powerful of this model is its capability to show the effects of changing parameter of the
transistors located in the non-critical path like size to optimize the silicon area, or transistor Vth to optimize leakage power dissipation. During this optimization process
the circuit delay slack times recalculated for every transistor after every change in the circuit in order to find the
optimal design. To illustrate that greedy search algorithm
is applied on the case study circuit in order to optimize
leakage power dissipation. In each iterate during the
search, Vth of one transistor that located in non-critical
path is change to high and the delay and slack times are
recalculated to all transistors. Figure 10 shows and example of one-bit conventional Full Adder of 24 transistors before the optimization using the proposed tech-

nique, while Figure 11 shows the same design after the
optimization process where the leakage power is reduced
45% which is the optimal result by using to value of Vth.
The same optimization process was applied on several
popular circuits with different sizes (inverter, OR, AND,
XOR, full adder, 4 bit, 8 bit, 12 bit carry ripple adder and
4 bit parallel multiplier) Table 6 show results of power
reduction and number of iteration that required for optimization in these circuits by using PC with Intel CPU at
3.00 GHz frequency.
The simulation results from Table 6 show that the
proposed algorithms are valid for all test cases because it
does not get in any dead lock situation and work effectively during the optimization process. Although the number of iterations increased exponentially with increasing
number of the circuits’ transistors, the time required for
optimization is acceptable and extremely fast compared
to the traditional models for timing at transistor level.
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Figure 10. Conventional 28_transistor full adder circuit.
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Figure 11. GT graph for FA circuit shown in Figure 10.
Table 6. Leakage power reduction and in tested circuits.
The circuit

Number of transistor

Number of iteration

Time

Leakage power reduction

inverter

2

1

2.1e−6 second

10%

OR

4

12

4.8e−5 second

15%

AND

4

12

4.8e−5 second

16%

XOR

10

90

9.1e−4 second

22%

full adder

28

6156

0.17 second

45%

4 bit CR adder

112

12,432

1.3 second

71.2%

8 bit CR adder

224

49,952

1.68e+1 second

75.2%

12 bit CR adder

336

112,560

3.79e+1 second

77.2%

4 bit parallel multiplier

440

84,990,400

3.73e+3 second

79%
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Conference on Computer Aided Design, Santa Clara, 1115 November 1990, pp. 24-27.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, the methodology and algorithm used for
delivering Static Timing Analysis for CMOS circuit at
transistor level based on the transformed graph are shown;
these were applied to solve timing problems with the exploitation of time for area and power optimization. This
new methodology is based on accurate timing equations
for nanometer CMOS transistors and more fast and accurate when compared to the traditional models for timing, we have introduced the principles of timing analysis
resulting with the slack component. It has been shown in
this paper that slack time provides a very important metric which give an opportunity to optimize circuit area and
power performances. In terms of timing arrival, required
slack times are found for every transistor, thus setup,
Clock to Q timings are found for every sequential element. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithms are valid for all test cases because it does not
get in any dead lock situation and work effectively during the optimization process.
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